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Arterial stiffness is an important measure of vascular aging and atherosclerosis. Though

it is measured in many well-known epidemiologic cohort studies, arterial stiffness is often

overlooked in routine clinical practice for a number of reasons including difficulties in

measurement, variations in definition, and uncertainties surrounding treatment. Central

arterial stiffness, a surrogate for aortic stiffness, is the most commonly measured marker

of arterial stiffness. In addition to central stiffness, there are also a number of ultrasound

based techniques to measure local vascular stiffness, including carotid stiffness. There

is evidence that both local carotid stiffness and central arterial stiffness measures are

associated with multiple cerebrovascular processes, including stroke and cognitive

dysfunction. Mechanistic explanations supporting this association include increased flow

load experienced by the cerebral microvasculature leading to cerebral parenchymal

damage. In this article, we review definitions of carotid artery stiffness measures and

pathophysiologic mechanisms underpinning its association with plaque development

and downstream cerebral pathology. We will review the evidence surrounding the

association of carotid stiffness measures with downstream manifestations including

stroke, cerebral small vessel disease detected on brain MR such as white matter

hyperintensities and covert brain infarctions, brain atrophy, and cognitive dysfunction.

With consistent definitions, measurement methods, and further scientific support,

carotid stiffness may have potential as an imaging-based risk factor for stroke and

cognitive decline.

Keywords: carotid artery disease, cerebrovascular disorders, cognitive dysfunction,magnetic resonance imaging,

stroke

INTRODUCTION

Diseases of the carotid artery are a major cause of worldwide morbidity and mortality, with carotid
atherosclerosis accounting for nearly 1 in 5 acute ischemic strokes (1). Though stroke risk from
carotid disease is most directly caused by wall thickening and plaque formation, the stiffening
of the arterial wall likely plays an important role in the deleterious effects of carotid vascular
disease (2). Though not routinely measured in clinical practice, arterial stiffness may play a role
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in downstream cerebrovascular ischemia, including contributing
to stroke, cognitive impairment, and overall mortality (3–5).
The exact role of arterial stiffness in contributing to these
diseases is unclear as arterial stiffness increases with age and
is associated with many conditions which are also associated
with increased cardiovascular risk, such as hypertension, diabetes
mellitus, and hypercholesterolemia. In addition to its association
with downstream cognitive deficits, arterial stiffening may also
potentiate the development of plaque (6), and may therefore play
an under recognized role in increasing stroke risk.

Though arterial stiffness is not commonlymeasured in routine
clinical practice, it has been well-studied in part because of
its inclusion in multiple large epidemiologic cohort studies (7–
9). Most commonly, arterial stiffness is a general term used
to describe central arterial stiffness calculated via non-invasive
techniques, usually pulse wave velocity (10). There are a number
of methods used to measure arterial stiffness and the rigidity of
a vessel wall both locally and systemically. The use of multiple
techniques in various vascular beds accounts for some of the
confusion regarding measuring stiffness measures (11). One of
the barriers to widespread clinical adoption of arterial stiffness
measurement is the lack of specific and uniform definitions and
methods of measurement.

In this article, we will review common methods for measuring
arterial stiffness including definitions of the most common
measures of stiffness. We will also review mechanisms by which
arterial stiffness may contribute to cerebrovascular ischemia,
cognitive function, and carotid plaque formation.

ARTERIAL STIFFNESS DEFINITIONS AND
MEASUREMENTS

Arterial stiffness is a general term to describe rigidity of
the arterial walls. It is frequently assessed by measuring the
velocity of a given pulse-wave in a specific vessel segment
(12), though “stiffness” is also used more generally for direct
measures of wall rigidity. There is further confusion surrounding
the terminology because some stiffness measurements can be
used in both local and systemic vascular beds and at times
stiffness terms are used interchangeably. There is no single,
unanimously agreed upon measurement to describe stiffness.
Instead, there are several specific vascular wall properties or
other pressure-related measurements which act as surrogates for
stiffness. Further clouding the picture, the definition of arterial
stiffness depends on whether local or central stiffness is being
measured. We have searched the literature using PubMed for all
articles referencing arterial and carotid stiffness published after
1990 in the English language. We considered studies including
randomized controlled trials and retrospective and prospective
cohort studies. We will briefly discuss the definitions of some of
the most commonly acquired measures of arterial wall properties
and their means of measurement (Table 1; Figure 1).

Pulse Wave Velocity
Pulse wave velocity (PWV) is perhaps the most commonly used
and most well-known technique to evaluate arterial stiffness.

PWV is a measure that evaluates the propagation of a wave
through the vasculature by taking simultaneous recordings at
two separate sites. The PWV increases as arterial stiffness
increases. Carotid-femoral PWV (cfPWV) is often considered
the gold standard of measuring central artery stiffness and is
recommended by the American Heart Association with the
highest level of supporting evidence as a method for evaluating
arterial stiffness (13). This usually non-invasive method requires
simultaneous measurement of pressure waves at two points
across the body, in the case of cfPWV, the carotid and femoral
arteries. The basic principal of PWV measurement involves
recording pressure waves at two sites and then calculating
transit time between those sites to determine PWV. This
measurement can be accomplished with the help of a number of
devices including applanation tonometers, echotracking devices,
mechanotransducers, or Doppler probes (10).

One major limitation of cfPWV is that it is based on models
for wave propagation through the arterial tree, which may not
accurately reflect true stiffness, especially in aging arteries (10).
cfPWV is a measure of central arterial stiffness and though
the carotid artery is one of the main arteries measured, it is
a surrogate measure for aortic stiffness, rather than a direct
measure of carotid stiffness. Besides not being a direct measure of
carotid stiffness, other limitations with using cfPWV include the
difficulty in precisely measuring distances between arterial sites
of measurement, especially in obese patients (10). Despite these
limitations, cfPWV is the most commonly performed measure
of arterial stiffness and has been routinely performed in many
epidemiologic cohort studies. In fact, it serves as the primary
method for measurement of many of the frequently cited studies
describing arterial stiffness.

Cardio-Ankle Vascular Index
Cardio-Ankle Vascular Index (CAVI) is another type of systemic
measure of arterial stiffness which differs from PWV in that it
is not dependent on blood pressure measurement (14). CAVI
is a non-invasive method for measuring stiffness in the aorta,
femoral, and tibial arteries and is strongly associated with the
stiffness parameter ß (15). Further, there is evidence that CAVI
is strongly associated with stroke and other cardiovascular events
(16, 17). While not routinely used in clinical practice, CAVI is
another non-invasive measure of arterial stiffness which may
provide valuable information regarding cardiovascular risk.

Local Stiffness Measures
Though PWV is the most commonly performed measure of
central arterial stiffness, there are several measures for direct,
local measurement of stiffness. Most of these measures of
local arterial stiffness are determined via ultrasound techniques.
Ultrasound is frequently performed throughout the cardiac
cycle to determine changes in vessel diameter in diastole and
systole. In addition to measuring luminal diameter to determine
changes in volume throughout the cardiac cycle, ultrasound
can also be used to measure wall thickness which can be used
to determine the elastic properties of the arterial wall. Since
most local stiffness measurement calculations require pressure
measurements, local blood pressure measurements obtained
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TABLE 1 | Overview of arterial stiffness measurement techniques.

Measure Definition Equation Type of measure Notes

Compliance For a given pressure

change, the absolute

change in arterial lumen

area in systole

1D/1P Local measure of

stiffness

Higher compliance

indicates more arterial

stiffness

Distensibility For a given pressure

change, the relative

change in arterial lumen

area in systole

1D/1PxD Local measure of

stiffness

Accounts for arterial size

Young’s Elastic

modulus

The pressure change

necessary for theoretical

100% stretch per unit

area

1PxD/(1Dxh) Local measure of

stiffness

Can account for wall

thickness, such as

intima-media thickness

in the carotid artery

Pulse wave velocity Velocity of travel of a

pulse along a specific

artery length

Distance/1t Central measure of

stiffness

Most common

measurement of arterial

stiffness; surrogate for

aortic stiffness

P, pressure; D, diameter; h, wall thickness; t, time.

FIGURE 1 | Schematic representation of changes to an artery wall in diastole compared to systole. The change in the diameter of the lumen is used in all local

stiffness measurements.

via applanation tonometers are often calibrated to brachial
pressures measured with standard sphygmomanometer. Given
the lack of precise measurements on ultrasound, some studies
utilize specific echotracking techniques to measure the lumen
diameters which can provide more detailed measurements than
ultrasound techniques (10). Local measurements of arterial
stiffness can more directly measure arterial stiffness, rather
than PWV which relies on assumptions from circulatory
models and does not provide site-specific stiffness information.
We will review several of the most common measures of
local stiffness.

Compliance
Compliance is a local measure of stiffness and can be used
to directly measure carotid arterial wall stiffness. Compliance

is defined as the ratio of any volume change (i.e., arterial
lumen area) for a given pressure change. (1D/ 1P cm/mm
Hg). Compliance is an inverse measure of stiffness, meaning
the greater the compliance, the lower the arterial stiffness.
Larger arteries with higher cross-sectional volumes can general
accommodate more volume for a given pressure change
compared to smaller arteries.

Distensibility
Distensibility is another local measure of stiffness. It is
similar to compliance but can be more useful when
comparing arteries of different sizes across the arterial
tree. It is defined as the relative change in arterial lumen
diameter or area for given pressure change [1D/ (1P
x 1D)].
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Elastic Modulus
Elastic modulus is another measure of stiffness that is defined as
the pressure change necessary for theoretical 100% stretch (1P
x 1D)/ (1D). Young’s elastic modulus is more commonly used
and is defined as elastic modulus per unit area. Young’s elastic
modulus is used to measure elastic properties of a given vessel
and can take the arterial wall thickness into account, including
intima-media thickness in the carotid artery. Accounting for wall
thickness is important, especially in the setting of atherosclerosis
and plaque.

One of the reasons that arterial stiffness measures are
not commonly performed in clinical practice is the difficulty
in identifying the ideal measure for stiffness. While PWV
is currently the simplest non-invasive method for measuring
arterial stiffness, it has several limitations as discussed above,
including inability to provide local stiffness measurement.
In order for measures of arterial stiffness to become more
mainstream, more uniformity in measurement techniques,
definitions, and clinical application are necessary.

MECHANISMS BY WHICH ARTERIAL
STIFFENING IMPACTS THE BRAIN

Arterial stiffness is a prominent feature of aging, but also a result
of many systemic processes including atherosclerosis, diabetes,
and even chronic renal disease. Stiffening is the product of
complex interactions on the vessel wall, including hemodynamic
forces, extrinsic effects such as hormonal changes and salt intake,
and structural changes to the wall itself (18). Variations in the
amount of collagen and elastin proteins within the arterial wall
that occurs with aging can lead to structural alterations in the
integrity of all layers of the vessel wall. In addition, smooth
muscle tone changes, mediated by multiple factors including
angiotensin II and nitric oxide, also result in changes to vascular
compliance through changes in the media (18). Endothelial
dysfunction may also play a role in the development of arterial
stiffness via local reactive oxygen species. These complex diverse
processes occur as a result of natural aging and are likely hastened
by cardiovascular risk factors.

The exact role that carotid stiffness plays in the development
of cerebrovascular ischemia and atherosclerosis is still under
investigation. Given the shared risk factors for arterial stiffness
and stroke, it is difficult to disentangle the complex relationship
between stiffness, cardiovascular risk factors, and stroke.
Still, one widely proposed link between arterial stiffness and
cerebrovascular ischemia may be that arterial stiffness causes
large arteries to become less responsive to normal pulsatile
flow. This inability to respond to fluctuations of blood pressure
throughout the cardiac cycle may result in more continuous
perfusion, rather than pulsatile perfusion. Ultimately, more
continuous perfusion results in increased flow load experienced
by end-organs, especially the cerebral parenchyma (19, 20). The
brain parenchyma is particularly susceptible to the increased flow
load due to its overall low impedance leading to deep penetration
of the flow load into the cerebral microvasculature (21). These
alterations in the cerebral microvasculature appear to lead to

FIGURE 2 | Potential mechanisms for the role of arterial stiffness in the

development of stroke and dementia.

parenchymal damage including ischemia and hemorrhage and
other markers of small vessel disease. Eventually, this end-organ
damage may manifest in a number of ways including stroke,
cognitive dysfunction, or cerebral small vessel disease evident on
brain imaging (Figure 2) (22).

Another potential mechanism by which arterial stiffness leads
to stroke is through the development of plaque formation,
specifically the formation of vulnerable plaque features (6).
Emerging evidence suggests that arteries with increased stiffness
may lead to increased shear strain in the adventitial layer.
This increased strain may precipitate a local inflammatory
reaction that facilitates plaque formation. Specifically, certain
local stress signals and inflammatory responses, such as radical
oxidants, growth factors and other pro-inflammatory cytokines
can contribute to local endothelial dysfunction leading to
increased angiogenesis and atherosclerotic plaque formation
(18). Other studies have shown that increased arterial stiffness as
measured by PWV is associated with increased calcified plaque
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(23). Further, there is a complex association between central
arterial stiffness and aortic plaques with evidence that aortic
plaques are also associated with downstream effects, including
decreased brain volume and brain infarctions (24, 25). The exact
relationship between arterial stiffness and the development of
atherosclerotic plaque is a topic of considerable interest given that
a more complete understanding of plaque formation may open
new avenues for treating carotid atherosclerosis. This complex
association may be more fully elucidated with the help of newer
imaging technologies, such as optical coherence tomography,
which allows for in vivo characterization of plaque as well as
collagen and smooth muscle cells (26–29). This technology and
others may help in furthering our mechanistic understanding of
arterial stiffness.

Similarly, arterial stiffness may contribute to cerebral small
vessel disease. Given the increased flow load experienced by
the cerebral microvasculature in the setting of increased arterial
stiffness, there is evidence of cerebral microvascular dysfunction
and damage which can be detected on brain magnetic resonance
(MR) imaging. The sequelae of cerebral microvascular damage
can be seen as white matter hyperintensities, covert brain
infarctions and cerebral microbleeds on MR. In addition, the
increased flow load from altered cerebral microvascular flow
leading to microstructural damage is thought to contribute to
brain parenchymal atrophy, which is considered another marker
of cerebral small vessel disease (30).

In addition to overt ischemia such as stroke, there is also
evidence of downstream cognitive dysfunction in those with
increased arterial stiffness. The microvascular damage from
constant high flow loads leading to cerebral small vessel disease
may in turn lead to cognitive impairment and dementia, given
the very strong association between markers of cerebral small
vessel disease and cognitive dysfunction (31–34). In addition
to worsening cerebral small vessel disease, arterial stiffness may
contribute to cognitive dysfunction by impaired blood flow
leading to cerebral hypoperfusion, which may promote amyloid
ß deposition (35). Another possibility is that arterial stiffness may
impair amyloid clearance via decreased perivascular drainage of
amyloid ß, leading to increased amyloid deposition which is seen
in Alzheimer’s disease (36–38).

EVIDENCE SUPPORTING A SHARED LINK
BETWEEN ARTERIAL STIFFNESS AND
BRAIN DISEASE

Stiffness and Stroke
Arterial stiffness may lead to stroke both because of increased
flow load on the cerebral vasculature and due to accelerated
development of rupture-prone atherosclerotic plaque in the
carotid artery. Meta-analyses and individual-participant level
data from epidemiologic cohorts demonstrate strong evidence
of an association between central arterial stiffness and incident
stroke (5, 39), including a study showing an association between
central arterial stiffness and stroke independent of aortic plaque
(24). There have also been several studies evaluating the
association between local measures of carotid stiffness and

incident stroke. A systematic review and meta-analysis of 22,472
participants found that greater carotid stiffness is associated
with incident stroke (HR = 1.18; 95% CI 1.05–1.33), even
when adjusting for cardiovascular risk factors (40, 41). When
evaluating individual patient data and adjusting for cfPWV, a
measure of central arterial stiffness, carotid stiffness was still
statistically significantly associated with stroke.

Another study using a large epidemiologic cohort found that
the addition of carotid distensibility measures improved ischemic
stroke risk prediction (42). Accounting for baseline measures
of carotid stiffness improved risk prediction beyond standard
clinical markers for stroke risk and Framingham stroke risk score
factors (40, 42). These findings suggest that carotid stiffness may
be used as a tool for stroke risk stratification and prediction.
Further confirmatory studies of this association are important,
as is exploration of preventative and treatment methods of
mitigating carotid stiffness.

Arterial stiffness also has a complex association with atrial
fibrillation, which is the most common chronic arrhythmia and a
strong predictor of stroke and mortality (43, 44). Several studies
have shown that having high arterial stiffness and high pulsatile
load increase the likelihood of developing atrial fibrillation (45–
47). Conversely, having atrial fibrillation may itself lead to
hemodynamic alterations including altered flow load leading
to downstream effects (48). The relationship between atrial
fibrillation and arterial stiffness warrants further evaluation to
characterize this complex association, especially because atrial
fibrillation is a treatable cause of ischemic stroke.

Stiffness and Brain volume
Generalized cerebral parenchymal volume loss and hippocampal
volume loss are commonly encountered findings on routine
brain imaging. In addition to being closely associated with
advancing age, low cerebral parenchymal volume is also
associated with Alzheimer’s disease, stroke, and generalized
cognitive dysfunction (49). Multiple studies have shown a strong
association between low carotid distensibility (or high carotid
stiffness) with baseline lower total brain and cortical gray matter
volume (22, 50). In addition to being associated with baseline
lower cerebral volumes, there is evidence that carotid stiffness is
associated with future lower parahippocampal and hippocampal
volumes. Though the cause for this association is unclear, it
is possible that arterial stiffness leads to generalized cerebral
hypoperfusion which then, in turn, leads to atrophy. Another
potential explanation is that high pressure pulsatility from
arterial stiffness is transmitted to the cerebral microvasculature
leading to microvascular dysfunction and damage in the brain,
micro- and macrostructural neuronal damage, and ultimately
leading to lower brain volumes (22, 51).

There are also a number of studies correlating aortic and
central arterial stiffness with decreased parenchymal brain
volume (52–54) though it is unclear if these studies can be
generalized to carotid artery stiffness. In one of these studies,
greater central arterial stiffness (cfPWV) was associated with
lower volumes in signature Alzheimer’s disease regions (53).
There are several studies in large epidemiologic cohorts which
have demonstrated the association between measures of arterial
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stiffness, as measured by cfPWV, to low total brain and
hippocampal volumes, indicating a potential association with
cognitive dysfunction.

Stiffness and Markers of Cerebral Small
Vessel Disease
Several markers of cerebral small vessel disease evident on
routine brain imaging, including white matter hyperintensities
(WMH), covert brain infarctions (CBI), and cerebral microbleeds
(CMBs) are associated with mortality, stroke, cognitive
dysfunction, and dementia (31, 32, 34, 55, 56). There is mixed
evidence of an association between carotid artery stiffness and
increased burden of cerebral small vessel disease. In a large
epidemiologic cohort, baseline carotid artery stiffness was found
to be associated with WMH 20 years later (8). Another small
study found that local carotid stiffness measures were associated
with MRI markers of cerebral small vessel disease (57). Other
studies have also shown that increased arterial stiffness is
associated with CMBs (58). All of these studies point to a
potential association of carotid artery stiffness to downstream
markers of cerebral small vessel disease, however, other cohorts
found no association between carotid stiffness measures and
markers of cerebral small vessel disease (59).

Despite the uncertainty surrounding the contribution of local
carotid stiffness to markers of small vessel disease, there is
stronger evidence of central arterial stiffness being associated
with markers of cerebral small vessel disease, including white
matter hyperintensities (53, 54). There are several systematic
reviews and meta-analyses confirming the association between
arterial stiffness, measured using multiple methods but most
commonly with cfPWV, with white matter hyperintensities,
cerebral microbleeds, and cerebral infarctions (4, 9, 60). Another
study found that central arterial stiffness (cfPWV) was associated
with overall burden of cerebral small vessel disease including
lacunar infarctions and enlarged perivascular spaces in the basal
ganglia (61).

Stiffness and Cognitive Dysfunction
Several studies show that markers of central arterial stiffness
are independent predictors of cognitive dysfunction. A recent
cohort study found that higher central arterial stiffness (cfPWV)
was associated with cognitive dysfunction and that association
was in part mediated by markers of cerebral small vessel
disease on brain MR (59). Data from the Framingham Heart
Study suggest that central arterial stiffness, as measured by
cfPWV, is an independent predictor of incident mild cognitive
impairment within the entire cohort and incident dementia in
the non-diabetic participants (62). Another longitudinal study
found that increased central arterial stiffness (cfPWV) was
associated with more pronounced cognitive decline in a cohort
of institutionalized patients (63). Other longitudinal studies
evaluating aortic stiffness have also confirmed an association with
cognitive decline (64, 65). Other smaller studies have shown
a cross-sectional association of central arterial stiffness with
cognitive dysfunction (66–69).

The data supporting a link between carotid stiffness is less
clear than for central arterial stiffness. For example, several
studies have shown that carotid stiffness via distensibility or
compliance measures is associated with cognitive dysfunction
(70–75). Other studies have found no association between
measures of carotid stiffness and cognitive dysfunction (7,
76). For example, one of the largest and most recent studies
found no association between carotid distensibility and cognitive
dysfunction after adjusting for potential confounders (59). The
question of the association between direct measures of carotid
stiffness and cognitive dysfunction is not definitively answered
and future longitudinal studies would be helpful in elucidating
this association.

One of the possible explanations for the association between
central arterial stiffness and cognitive dysfunction, specifically
Alzheimer’s dementia is the thought that there is decreased
clearance of amyloid protein, leading to disproportionate
accumulation and the development of Alzheimer’s dementia
(36). Those individuals with higher central arterial stiffness
(cfPWV) have been found to have worse performance of
cognitive testing (53). Arterial stiffness as measured centrally
with hcPWV (heart-carotid) was shown to be associated with
lower brain volumes and higher white matter hyperintensity
burden, but also greater amyloid-β deposition with an OR
of 1.31 (95% CI 1.01–1.71) (54). One study following a
large epidemiologic cohort, the Rotterdam study, found
an association with PWV and poorer performance on
the Stroop test but not on other cognitive tests (7). The
study found no association between either central arterial
stiffness (cfPWV) and carotid distensibility and cognitive
dysfunction and dementia (7). Another study has shown that
carotid stiffness specifically, rather than aortic stiffness, was
independently associated with amyloid-β burden in patients
with amnestic mild cognitive impairment after adjusting for
confounders (77).

CONCLUSION

Arterial stiffness, a specific measure of wall rigidity, can be
measured both centrally in the aorta and locally in certain
vascular beds such as the carotid artery. Having increased carotid
stiffness is associated with multiple downstream effects including
cardiovascular disease, stroke, and cognitive dysfunction. One
of the leading pathophysiologic mechanisms underpinning these
associations is the loss of vascular regulation from stiffness
leading to increased flow load experienced by the cerebral
parenchymal microvasculature. Both local measurements of
carotid stiffness and measures of central arterial stiffness are
variably associated with stroke, cognitive dysfunction, markers
of cerebral small vessel disease, and low cerebral parenchymal
volume. Currently, the lack of validated measurements precludes
the routine use of measures of arterial stiffness in clinical
practice. Future studies including those using optical With
more standardized methods of measurements and continued
validation, carotid stiffness measures may achieve greater clinical
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adoption as imaging-based risk factors for the development of
stroke and dementia.
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